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Lead Cashier 10 plus years of customer service experience in a retail 
environment, a strong understanding of POS systems and works well 
independently or as part of a team. Quality-oriented and ambitious professional 
with proven hands-on skill sets, superb attention to detail and comprehensive 
education, seeking a position offering stability and growth with a dynamic firm. 
Extremely organized, with proven ability to handle multiple projects 
simultaneously.

MAY 2008 – DECEMBER 2018
LEAD CASHIER - ABC CORPORATION

 Scanned and bagged groceries while also greeting and informing customers on 
present sales and services to help them save money.

 Balanced cash box to ensure all transactions are properly processed and 
provided excellent customer service.

 Assisted customers with wringing their groceries, cashing checks and making 
withdrawals from their checking account if cashback was needed.

 Processed these transactions while also maintaining and balancing the cash 
drawer.

 Effectively communicated with customers and educated them about sales and 
services the company offers its customers.

 Interacted with the customers concerning their transactions and ensured their 
understanding to make their life easier.

 Provided excellent customer service by answering or referring financial 
questions to correct supervisory staff personnel.

JUNE 2007 – FEBRUARY 2008
CASHIER/CUSTOMER SERVICE - ABC CORPORATION

 Greeted customers entering the store to ascertain what each customer wanted 
or needed.

 Handled products and equipment in accordance with safety and sanitation 
guidelines.

 Counted money at the cash register at the beginning of the shift to ensure that 
amounts are correct and there is adequate change.

 Handled an aggressive work schedule of daily tasks with the ability to prioritize 
and organize responsibilities.

 Received payment by cash, check credit cards, vouchers, or automatic debits.
 Made sure all keys and securities were handed in at the end of the day.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.
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EDUCATION

Diploma - August 2003(Hayes High School - Birmingham, AL)General - 
1990(South Harrison High School - Bethany, MO)

SKILLS

Organizational, Sales, Microsoft Office, Technical, Data Entry, Customer Service, 
Customer Service
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